Mechanical Sole 4.1
Washer.
1 Rotating Brush Sole Washer.
Semi-automatic single brush sole washer.
-Operated by pressing the green button.
- Cleaning the soles of shoes and boots by the
action of a rotating brush.
-Automatic dosing of water and detergent.
- Removal of the brush is done without the need for
tools and makes cleaning the brush and the brush
housing simple.
- Supplied with a venturi metering system for
accurate dosing of the detergent
Additional options *
- Water fed hose brush
* Please specify options when ordering
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Dimensional Drawings.

Version 2 :
Reduced foot print sole washer

Specifications
- 304 stainless steel construction.
- Bead blasted surface finish.
- One horizontal brush.
- Adjustable dosing venturi: 0.2 to 9.3%
- Foot print dims: 760 x 635 mm
- Perforated waste basket

Water supply.
- Recommended pressure: 3 bars
- Maximum temperature: 50 ° C
- Water flow rate: 6 l / min
Electrical supply.
- 3 phase 400V + earth - 50 Hz - Power 0.18 kilowatts
- Connection to terminal block in the cabinet
- Control panel polyester wall mounted

Stainless Steel Manufacturing & Equipment Ltd.
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Hygiene equipment.

Mechanical Boot & Sole
Washer 4.3
3 Rotating Brush Boot Washer.
Semi-automatic Boot washer
with 2 separate modes of
operation.
-The rear button is for cleaning the sole and
the boot
- The front button is for cleaning the sole and
the front of shoes
-Automatic dosing of water and detergent.
- Removal of the brushes is done without the
need for tools and makes cleaning the
brushes and the brush housing simple.
- Supplied with a venturi metering system for
accurate dosing of the detergent.
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Dimensional Drawings.

Specifications
- 304 stainless steel construction.
- Bead blasted surface finish.
-Two vertical brushes
- One horizontal brush.
- Adjustable dosing system: 0.2 to 9.3%
- Foot print dims: 765 x 640 mm
- Perforated waste basket
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Hygiene equipement

Water supply.
- Recommended pressure: 3 bars
- Maximum temperature: 50 ° C
- Water flow rate: 6 l / min
Electrical supply.
- 3 phase 400V + earth - 50 Hz - Power 0.55 kilowatts
- Connection to terminal block in the cabinet
- Control panel polyester wall mounted

